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Dear Readers, 
 
Ready to trade in those winter chills for a breath of fresh air? I know you are if you live 
in one of those sections of the US that has been hit hard with storms this winter. When 
Pisces’ cycle rolls in, spring warmth is just around the corner. Thawing enriches the 
earth to nourish fledgling plants and seeds while avid gardeners scoop up catalogs to 
plan the new season’s garden. In a matter of weeks the spring blossoms will emerge 
from all that wet snow and paint the landscape with subtle beauty. Visionary Pisces, 
Irish or not, celebrate St. Patrick’s Day by toasting, feasting and spreading warmth 
and good will to all. These birthday celebrants emerge from their inner world ready to 
tackle the goals that lie ahead including outdoor time, the arts and favorite hobbies. 
Pisces loves the thrill of studying people, analyzing problems and solving mysteries 
while keeping their circle of intimates guessing. Honor your Pisces friends and 
relatives with sentimental birthday tributes: fine dining, written cards and notes, 
music and a gift certificate to their favorite shoe store.  
 

 
 

ANNOUNCEMENTS:  
 

    Congratulations to GM for winning the January drawing; February’s winner 
will be notified on the 28th and will receive a $10 discount toward your next 
consultation or report. Through the end of this cycle (February 19-March 20) I am 
offering all Pisces a discount promotion of $10 off the fee for each consultation of one 
hour or more and $10 off the fee for each additional birthday you submit for analysis 
in your consultation. Those of you who schedule an appointment will also be entered 
into a new drawing good for appointments booked through March 31. The March award 
is a copy of the 2015 Moon Sign Book. Internet Security breaches seem to be covering a 
variety of new twists and turns trending toward requests for payments that you don’t 
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owe, telling you your utilities are in arrears, the refund due you cannot be delivered 
to the address you provided; you have been approved for a debt reduction program; 
messages stating that your payment was rejected or sending you a notice to appear in 
court. Be wary of any refund messages now that we are in tax season; all of these 
ploys are phishing schemes. Be sure to send these messages to SPAM without opening 
them.  

 
On a sad note, Astrologer Jeff Jawer, co-founder of the StarIQ Website that I 

often reference in my writing died of cancer on February 10. I wrote many articles for 
this website and it remains a resource-filled, inspiring location to learn about different 
facets of astrology.   

 
Currently I accept payments for services via PayPal (www.paypal.com) where 

you can use either credit cards or debit cards directly from your checking or savings 
account at this secure site. You do not need your own PayPal account to pay for your 
consultations this way although I highly recommend obtaining one as you will see more 
and more vendors offering payment through PayPal. You won’t have to risk giving 
permission to vendors to keep your card information on file and can change the 
payment method to suit your needs. I opened mine 5 years ago and about 15 percent 
of my clients have already been using it. I no longer keep clients’ credit or debit card 
numbers on file. I shredded all the numbers before I moved to Florida. PayPal notifies 
me when the funds have been received in my account. For future transactions send 
PayPal payments to alice.deville27@gmail.com. My new phone number is 1-813-374-
5398.  

 

Thank you for the lovely Valentine greetings – you are very dear – as well as the 
beautiful cards and messages you have sent congratulating me on my new home. 
 
DATES TO REMEMBER IN THIS CYCLE: 
 

FEBRUARY 17: Mardi Gras/Shrove Tuesday 
FEBRUARY 18: Ash Wednesday 
FEBRUARY 19: Chinese New Year Begins, the Year of the Sheep 
FEBRUARY 22: George Washington’s Birthday 
March 9: Daylight Savings Time Begins 
March 17: St. Patrick’s Day 
March 20: First Day of spring 
 
BIRTHDAY HIGHLIGHTS FOR PISCES 
 
Happy Birthday, Pisces! Your symbol is the Fish that swim in opposite directions 
indicating that compassion makes for better understanding of differences, a quality of 
your water sign element. Behind your dramatic eyes lie a probing mind and a psyche 
that values personal privacy. You love mystery, romance and adventure while you 
absorb the actions and words of those close to you. When searching for a new 
perspective you retreat into the private sanctuary of your mind to process what you 
know. Although closely affiliated with the 12th House of seclusion, retreat, and 
regrouping you enjoy personal freedom and share your generous spirit with loved ones. 
Some of you are gamblers and enjoy playing the lottery or making trips to Atlantic 
City, Reno and Vegas. Yours is the last of the mutable signs of the Zodiac with 
Neptune as your ruler and the natural occupant of the 12th House of secrets, planning, 
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behind-the-scenes activity, mysticism, meditation, confinement, convents, escape, 
charity, handicaps, hospitals, widows, orphans, secret enemies, institutions, indirect 
lighting, loose ends, work done in seclusion, poetry, and confidential matters. 
Spirituality, discovery, deep space, fame and notoriety may be affecting you now that 
transiting Neptune in Pisces occupies the heavens through 2026. What a great 
opportunity to use your psychic 6th sense especially if this is the year that Neptune is 
connecting to your Sun! Stay out of the fog during this aspect and clarify priorities 
because this journey is a long one. Your colors are lavender, mauve, purple, sea 
green, violet and royal hues. By honing your creative gifts you discover ways to launch 
a new enterprise while your ruling planet enters a new cycle. Make space in your 
closet to add new shoes to your spring wardrobe. Yours is the sign most affiliated with 
liquids of the earth including oil and gas; aromatherapy, alcohol, medicinal drugs and 
illegal drugs, ether, mesmerizing perfumes, as well as the paternal side of the family. 
Pisces rising can be a flirt who dances, sings or charms the audience. This year the Sun 
enters your sign on February 18 at 6:57 PM EST and leaves on March 20 at 4:45 PM EDT. 
Material in the following section may also refer to individuals with Pisces on the 
Ascendant.  
  

Pisces, your birthday year plays host to your signature planet, Neptune in the 
early degrees of Pisces all year in your solar 1st House of creativity, action, 
independence, innovation, new beginnings, personal preferences, and assertiveness. 
Many of you will rethink relationships and feel that you may have misunderstood 
important people in your life whether they are personal partners or people in the 
workplace. You can find a new partner to give your romance department some 
excitement and generally enjoy a boost in your social life; many of you will be treated 
to festivities and special events to celebrate your birthday; a word of caution to you if 
you feel that someone is coming on too strong too soon – put on the brakes. Ditto if 
contacts are acting wishy-washy – get ready to run. Let inspiration shine as your 
signature quality – psychic impressions and spiritual insight will be very strong for 
Pisces born February 29-March 1 all year since Neptune anchored down for a long 
stay in your natal sign. The year is all about changing your perspective and really 
taking inventory of what is working and what is not. Those of you who focus may 
experience a career change, new job, creative venture a long-desired vacation; those 
who stay in the clouds waste precious time that leaves you frustrated by the end 
results. Explore new turf to meet social contacts and to break out of the rut that 
leaves you wondering where to meet eligible partners. Travel and new paths help. 
Check medicine dosage if you experience side effects and avoid taking decongestants 
or frequenting damp or moldy places which can generate a chronic cough. Uranus in 
Aries all year occupies your solar 2nd House of money, personal income, purchasing 
power, resources, talent and self-development where it creates new earning 
opportunities for those of you wishing to change jobs – some are out of the blue; this 
location either expands or shifts the resources for Pisces born March 2-12; check your 
chart if you were born with planets in the fires signs Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius. 
Continue to look for ways to manage your money wisely; set aside funds for travel, big 
ticket items, pay down debt and yes, take the lottery chance – some of you could win 
big.  Pisces get in touch with values this year and decide what is important to hang on 
to or discard. This reality could mean paring down material goods in one way or 
another and replacing worn items with something new. The main message is that you 
enjoy financial independence and break free from depending on others to keep you 
afloat. I can’t leave Uranus without calling attention to transiting Mars in Aries in 
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your solar 2nd House of income throughout Pisces time; let the temptation pass 
before spending your hard earned cash on a whim; you will know what to do with it 
come May. Many of you will spend time on self-development and learn a lot about your 
personal preferences this year. For those of you who have an old love enter your life 
be sure to take a good look at whether this will really work – remember that Neptune 
can make the prospect look rosier than it actually is so ask yourself why you broke up 
in the first place and whether you know what has changed to make the prospect more 
attractive now. Check those charts for compatibility! How is your attitude? Jupiter is 
in Leo in your solar 6th House of work, health, daily environments, organization, 
colleagues, pets, and nutrition. Many of you will have new work responsibilities; some 
could be promoted , take on additional assignments or get reassigned; you could 
receive a reward in recognition of a job well done and may also attend training for 
performance enhancing courses that help you move up the career ladder. With Jupiter 
here you could develop a crush on someone you meet at work, in the stadium or the 
gym. The theme continues in August when Jupiter enters Virgo on the 11th and 
could send a new romance your way that may elevate your psyche and give your social 
life a boost. Many Pisces entertain overnight guests – planned and unplanned – and will 
want to spruce up their nest to present a beautiful environment. Have fun with the 
decorating – you will find some amazing sales. Enjoy!  Saturn has moved to 
Sagittarius since December 24th and occupies your solar 10th House of career, 
bosses, and lines of authority, ambition, drive and status in life. Those most 
affected by this transit are Pisces born February 18-22; the movement affects you 
throughout most of 2015 and until your 2016 birthday. It could get prickly for some of 
you or the work can become intense; you could acquire a new boss, leave one who is 
not on the same page; learn more than you want to about the integrity of the 
workplace or find that your career needs are changing; just hang in there because a 
new ballgame evolves after spring. Saturn returns to the water Sign Scorpio from 
June 14-September 17 and favorably affects Pisces born March 17-20 when it 
makes direct contact to your sun during these months. Saturn occupies your solar 9th 
House of long-distance travel, higher education, foreigners, classes, religion, in-laws 
and publishing. You could be highly rewarded by this favorable transit and will find 
ways to capitalize on your talent. Some of you combine business with pleasure, seek a 
romantic partner, take a long vacation or visit a coveted destination on your wish list. 
Certain Pisces land a new job as a result of networking opportunities and keeping up 
with changing work demands. Mingle in work and social circles. Find new options for 
success that lead to desired goal accomplishment and your heart’s desire. Pluto in 
Capricorn in your solar 11th House makes a positive connection to your Sun Sign to 
aid in the rebirth energy related to your friendships, associations, goals, hopes, 
wishes, and dreams. This placement in your solar 11th House also means that 
friendships and associations with new people are emerging; you learn more about 
the resources of your employer and explore new opportunities that bring greater 
career satisfaction. Pluto most affects those of you born March 3-8 favorably this 
year. Pisces is a very compatible sign for this planet while it moves through Capricorn, 
so anything you purge from your life doesn’t have a place anymore and you are going 
to find a new outlook emerging regarding your role in the workplace or in a 
professional association. For reasons beyond your control friendships shift and goals 
undergo realignment. Many of you could find yourself richly rewarded for all the hard 
work you put in behind the scenes when you thought no one was looking. With Uranus 
in Aries in harsh aspect to Pluto look for sudden revelations from now through the end 
of April regarding work, resources, stability and planned travel. Eclipse activity 
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triggers much of what is going on in your money houses and your important 
relationship houses, the 1st and the 7th all year. Status changes for some Pisces emerge 
suddenly.      
 
 On October 8 you experienced a total lunar eclipse in Aries in your 2nd 
House of income, resources, self-development, and earning power. This eclipse 
continues to travel in the heavens with Uranus in Aries conjunct in this house and in 
sparring aspect to Pluto in Capricorn. The presence in your money house relates to 
having a budget in place that covers all your financial needs – car repairs, landscaping, 
roofing, investment, savings, income, self-development, purchasing power and the 
usual run of household expenses. Eclipses like this can also bring a nice windfall in the 
form of a bonus, a raise, a reasonable risk that pays off or a lottery ticket with a 
substantial prize. The last eclipse of 2014 was a partial solar eclipse in Scorpio on 
October 23 in your solar 9th House of travel, in-laws, languages, foreigners, religion 
and spirituality, higher education, long-distance moves, publishing, and job 
expansion. Take advantage of transitions between these two 2014 eclipses and the 
new crop of eclipses debuting in 2015. You can be called on to take part in 
fundraisers, company parties, or special events during the year. Accept invitations and 
get out of social ruts. Some of you may get a real bargain on airfare during the 
upcoming spring travel sales. Remember the Law of Abundance and write a check at 
each new moon. Be at peace with yourself in this exciting cycle and welcome a future 
that shines with success. The year 2015 has two lunar and two solar eclipses. The first 
eclipse is a total solar eclipse on March 20 in Pisces at 29 degrees in your solar 1st 
house of self-interest, assertiveness, innovation, personality, use of power and 
self-image. The Sun and Moon unite to form a power couple reminding you that 
you do not have to settle in love or in business for what you don’t want. It is time 
to work on loving yourself, Pisces; if you do then you reap rewards; you can’t get the 
love until it starts with you. This period of time helps you focus on self-worth and how 
you can make a difference in your life and with the world. The year’s second eclipse 
falls two weeks later on April 4, an annular lunar eclipse in Libra in your solar 8th 
House of intimacy, partners and their income, money you owe, karmic debt and new 
income streams. You have decisions to make and the cycle demands that you do so by 
owning up to what you have to face and taking a new route to success. Pursue all that 
is unclear about your life and develop a plan to forge ahead and add balance to your 
life. You will be surprised at how quickly new people enter to aid you in your emerging 
quest. The 3rd eclipse of 2015 takes place in Virgo on September 13 in your solar 7th 
House of partnerships, roommates, collaborators, advisors, intimate and business 
relationships. You knew it was coming and have had ample time to prepare to meet 
new partners after discovering what type of partner you can be for others and how 
those you have see you. Make sure that any faulty thinking has been deleted from your 
brain so you no longer expect others to read your mind, cover for you or pretend that 
your attitude has changed. No Neptune fog allowed – this eclipse means business and 
sticks around until March 2016. The enlightened among you will cherish the changes. 
The final total lunar eclipse of 2015 occurs on September 27 in Aries and your 2nd 
House of money, personal resources, self-development, values, income and targeted 
career goals that bring your funds to a new level. Look over aspects of any offers that 
come your way and take some time to weigh their value in light of your current 
employment. Decide whether you want to accept a temporary assignment to release 
that feeling of boredom that has been around you or to apply for a promotion within 
vs. applying at another firm. Many Pisces will get messages from key figures about 
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taking action to better their financial state and make equitable contributions for 
shared expenses. Explore interesting employment options and accept those which not 
only improve your financial picture but also elevate your self-esteem. New 
environments play a valuable role for those of you who have gone through challenging 
periods. Those of you who have moved during the last 15 months could be chomping at 
the bit to finalize plans by early spring. Let the spring thaw help you dissolve those 
places where you have been stuck. Life really can be a breeze when you know how to 
make your talent work for you. Remember if an eclipse falls on your birthday it 
takes on higher importance; ditto if it falls directly on one of your natal planets or 
a sensitive chart point. In the meantime pursue lucrative income, a raise and 
networks for employment and stability; many a temporary assignment leads to a new 
income source or an increase in benefits. Connections count.  
                           
Famous Pisces include: George Washington, Benicio Del Toro, Dakota Fanning, 
Smokey Robinson, Cindy Crawford, Ivana Trump, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Drew 
Barrymore, Nancy O’Dell,Ted Kennedy, Peter Fonda, Billy Zane, Abe Vigoda, Dominic 
Chianese, Steve Jobs, George Harrison, Paula Zahn, James Farentino, Johnny Cash, 
Barry Bostwick, Chelsea Clinton, Edward James Olmos, Elizabeth Taylor, Bernadette 
Peters, Harry Belafonte, Justin Bieber, Ron Howard, Jon Bon Jovi, Daniel Craig, 
Jessica Biel, Kevin Connolly, Shaquille O’Neal, Daniel Craig, Kathy Ireland, Tyler 
Florence, Anna Magnani, David Faustino, Julie Bowen, Miranda Richardson, Patrick 
Duffy, Mitt Romney, Matthew St. Patrick, Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Emmanuel Lewis, 
Juliette Binoche, Michael Eisner, D.L. Hughley, Albert Einstein, Freddie Prinze, Jr., 
Chuck Norris, Shannon Miller, Rupert Murdoch, Sam Donaldson, James Taylor, Liza 
Minnelli, Dana Delaney, William H. Macy, Billy Crystal, Michael Caine, Rob Lowe, Edgar 
Cayce, Gary Sinese, Mia Hamm, Lesley-Anne Down, Eva Longoria, Mark McGrath, Kurt 
Russell, Nat “King” Cole, Rob Lowe, Queen Latifah,  Lauren Graham, J.Z. Knight, 
Bruce Willis, Glenn Close, Spike Lee, and Holly Hunter.  
 
PLANETS’ POSITIONS FEBRUARY 18 – MARCH 20 
 
Just about the time that the Sun moves into Pisces today we experience a New Moon 
in the final degrees of Aquarius. A feeling of expansion prevails – in places where you 
feel stuck you get a new lease on life. Go for it. By the weekend the romantic planets 
Venus and Mars in passionate Aries rendezvous and then join the Sun and Neptune. You 
may hear of engagements, alliances and elopements – as well as a few breakups now. 
If eligible, you could be in the right place at the right time to meet a potential 
partner. Attraction flies freely. Mercury’s retrograde cycle is gone and the planet of 
communication travels in Aquarius until March 12.  Put those inconveniences 
behind you and move ahead with plans you had on hold. During the last 10 days of 
the Pisces cycle Mercury gets rambunctious either leading to promises that can’t be 
kept or resulting in loose lips sinking ships. Sign important documents later in the 
month. Retrograde Jupiter in Leo stays in the reverse pattern until April 8 and mostly 
affects the Leos born from the 8th to the 15th degree of that sign. Carry out any plans 
or projects that are already in motion, grab on to some patience because expansion 
efforts may experience a delay; enjoy decorating your home or renovating areas that 
need a fresh look; expand your garden with delightful landscaping. Investments pay off 
again and may exceed expectations in early March for those who are on top of the 
transactions. Saturn in Sagittarius most affects those born November 21-25 and 
urges individuals to take precaution regarding physical health, including dental 
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matters; also good to reconsider hard attitudes about life and work; check home 
matters. In addition Saturn turns retrograde on March 14 for several months giving you 
time to catch up on work in progress and give more thought to pending decisions. By 
August you will know which way to go. Items on your plate could include evaluating 
commitments, tweaking a grueling schedule, cleaning out closets and figuring out how 
to release stress. Uranus the planet of the unexpected has been working overtime 
in the high energy sign of Aries. If you are among those individuals waiting for relief 
from the intensity that has been around you the past few years, it is a good bet this 
planet is going to clear the air and finally bring about release from burdens. While 
Uranus brings opportunities it seldom gives you the time to plan your next steps. Right 
now Uranus is affecting cardinal signs with planets at 13-15 degrees. Neptune in 
Pisces is currently influencing Pisces born February 25-27 encouraging them to 
engage in creative, fulfilling work that inspires others. The conjunction of Neptune to 
your sun can make you quite visionary and takes on a mystical quality along with 
releasing your psychic insight. Develop your dream sheet and meditate on it. 
Sometimes just writing down your goals works wonders. Take the time to solve 
troubling issues and consider alternative options that improve your work and family 
life. Pluto in Capricorn all month interacts with Cardinal sign people born at 14-15 
degrees of your sign: Capricorn, Aries, Cancer or Libra; it may also affect your 
Ascendant at those degrees. Those of you with favorable Moon, Venus or Mars signs 
could enter new relationships or take existing ones to a new level; others benefit from 
career, medical or personal advice. If you were born with Chiron in Pisces check the 
house where it resides – this month heightens the awareness of those born March 7-9 
related to the family and domestic scene, hidden information about your finances that 
comes to light, household matters in need of attention, a career decision or a pending 
purchase. Seek advice before making important changes that help you release old 
burdens.   
 
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES 
 

 February 18: New Moon in Aquarius 29’ k 59” 
February 18: Sun Enters Pisces 6:48 PM EST 
February 19: Chinese New Year Begins (Year of the Sheep) 

 March 1: New Moon in Pisces, 3:00 AM EST, 10°l 39”    

March 16: Full Moon in Virgo, 1:09 PM EDT 26°f 02”  

 March 20: Sun enters Aries a, 12:57 PM EDT, Spring Equinox  
   
PEOPLE, PLACES AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS 
 

I continue to receive many reader comments citing favorite features in this 
newsletter. Readers’ Corner and People in the News continue to lead the list followed 
by the sign of the month. I would like to hear from you about which features appeal to 
you in the newsletter – please send your comments to me via e-mail at 
DeVilleAA@aol.com.  In this issue I am addressing questions you have about some of 
the celebrities making the news. Among them are: 
 
Joanne Froggatt recently won a Golden Globes award for her compelling portrayal of 
Anna Bates on the acclaimed PBS series Downton Abbey. The Downton Abbey ensemble 
also won the2015 Critics’ Choice award. Joanne is a last degree Leo born August 23 in 
Littlebeck, North Yorkshire, UK. Joanne’s chart shows abundant cardinal sign planets 
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all of which have received intense attention from the eclipses in Aries and Libra. 
Interestingly enough her natal Pallas in Taurus received an eclipse hit last spring while 
she portrayed a rape victim on the show who thought she had to keep her private 
battle to herself and tried to hide it from her very astute husband. This year Jupiter is 
visiting her Leo planets including the sensitive Transpluto and Moon’s North Node that 
are in trine aspect to her natal Neptune in Sagittarius – what a great combo for career 
recognition in the world of drama!   
 
Tom Brady, a Leo led the Patriots to an exciting and rousing finish at Super Bowl XLIX 
earlier this month. Tom was born with the Moon in early Aries, a position that had an 
eclipse hit on October 8 that lasts until April 4 and has been instrumental in bringing 
both glory and notoriety to Tom in the past month. While he continued to set records 
by having the most playoff wins in NFL history, he also had to contend with 
accusations of deflating the footballs during the playoff game with the Colts. Brady 
and Joe Montana are the only two players in NFL history to win the NFL Most Valuable 
Player and Super Bowl MVP awards multiple times. Brady is the only quarterback to 
lead his team to six Super Bowls and holds the record for most cumulative touchdowns 
passes made in Super Bowl history. You asked if more will come from Deflategate, and 
while it could rear its head again in early spring because another Aries eclipse hits 
Tom’s Moon, you can probably chalk it up to another Mercury Retrograde fiasco. We 
will hear more from experts in coming weeks. Stay tuned. 
 
Kathy Griffin: This sharp-witted, irreverent Scorpio comic with Neptune on her Sun in 
company with Mercury has recently embarked on the role of hosting E Network’s 
FASHION POLICE after Joan Rivers’ unexpected passing. Her chart has been bombarded 
with fixed sign eclipses and it shows an abundance of natal planets in fixed signs. 
Kathy’s Moon in Taurus in sharp aspect to Ceres and Chiron in Aquarius and opposite 
Mercury in Scorpio hails from Oak Park, IL. Pluto in Capricorn was passing over her 
natal Saturn at 13 degrees along with a jolt from transiting Uranus in Aries when she 
was announced as Joan’s replacement on the show. This type of configuration related 
to a career change often occurs when the transition takes place following a death. 
Joan’s daughter, Melissa, the show’s producer has thoughtfully altered portions of the 
program’s features without diluting the critique of current fashion using wit and 
wisdom. Kathy’s impeccable timing with Mercury trine Mars in Cancer continues to 
deliver the laughs and spontaneity that was the signature of her mentor, Joan. New 
directions are on the horizon for the show. Stay tuned!     
 
Brian Williams: As soon as the news hit about Brian Williams’ memory failure over a 
helicopter ride he said he took with SEAL Team 6 into Iraq in 2003 the questions 
started coming in about his chart. I was already on it because Mercury was retrograde 
and that condition often relates to faulty memory issues or communication mix-ups. In 
Williams’ case it was even more pronounced. I decided to calculate his progressed 
chart and also constructed a chart for his suspension that occurred on February 11, the 
exact date that Mercury, the planet connected with journalism, reporting and writing, 
went direct. If you have followed this column you know that the unexpected often 
occurs when a retrograde planet stations as it did on the 11th. This time the shift made 
a very direct aspect in Williams’ chart – he is a Taurus born May 5 with the South Node 
and the Moon in Aries both of which have received numerous eclipse and Uranus hits 
over the last few years. Transiting Mercury went direct at 1 degree of Aquarius, 
exactly opposite his progressed Mercury in Leo in his solar house of communication, 
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messages and the mind on February 11. His six-month suspension may morph into 
something else down the road. In the meantime it just makes for a difficult waiting 
period, speculation and career damage. No doubt the attorneys and NBC suits are 
going to go round and round over this situation in the days ahead. What do you think?  
 
READERS CORNER 
 
I received several comments about this section regarding last month’s topics. Most of 
the feedback went to the man who was looking for advice about a Valentine’s Day gift 
for a woman he recently started dating. Comments: “Just send her some flowers.” 
“Can’t you take her to dinner when you return?” “Valentine’s Day is overblown 
because so many people go out, the restaurants are too crowded and the food prices 
go up for the entire week. Wait until you return to take her out and buy her some 
flowers. Give her a call from the road to let her know you are thinking of her.”  Two 
people commented on the woman who was asked to pry into the reason for the 
impending divorce of a former work colleague. “Tell the nosy body that her request is 
inappropriate.” “Ask her why she thinks she is entitled to know the details of the 
breakup.” Two people, one male and one female felt the woman who wanted a 
kitchen makeover after only 5 years is unrealistic and needs to be a better planner for 
how she spends her money. And the last comment came in about the couple on the 
verge of a breakup over a career change that involves considerable travel on the part 
of the woman. “If this dude is going to break up with someone he supposedly loves 
over her career change, he should do it now to spare both of them any further hurt. 
Did she agree not to change careers? Did he demand it of her?” Thank you for your 
feedback. Here are this month’s questions.  
 
 Q.  I have been following the topics in the newsletter regarding candidates for 
President. Do you look at planets other than the Moon? You often mention that the 
entire chart has to be taken under consideration to do a thorough analysis. It seems 
then that a lot of candidates just can’t make the cut if you only judge the Moon.  
 

 A. Your question could not be timelier because last month’s newsletter 
generated considerable discussion from readers who wanted to know more about 
selecting a President and understanding the chart make-up after I listed four 
candidates whose names have come up in the news frequently as individuals interested 
or assumed interested in running for the office in the next election. Several readers 
asked about other names in the news, and I will cover these individuals later as we get 
closer to nominating candidates and it looks like they might be serious contenders. 
Analysis is the key to interpreting a chart and no thorough look at the nation or a 
candidate would address only the Moon. Whenever a name comes up regarding 
someone who wants to run for President I look at the entire chart by using the USA 
birth chart for July 4, 1776 to find links and compare the candidate’s planets to the US 
chart. The candidate has to have connections to the chart of the country he or she 
wants to lead or the win does not occur. I want to see a whole lot more in the chart 
than the Moon even though the Moon represents the citizens/voters of the nation. It is 
too easy to just look at the US Moon in Aquarius. A candidate with strong aspects to 
the Sun and Moon as well as other planets, especially when the conjunction occurs, 
has strong potential to run, get nominated and gain a large percentage of the vote. In 
addition to the conjunction (when one planet is the exact or near exact degree as one 
in the USA chart), other aspects create momentum such as the square, opposition, 
quincunx as well as the trine and sextile. Many minor planetary aspects occur but are 
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not the drivers in the election. Last month I wrote about two interested parties, Jeb 
Bush and Marco Rubio who have Aquarius planets in their charts which connect with 
the US chart. Their interest is real in running for President and driven by personal 
values. Progressions to their charts put them in the limelight as well but do not 
guarantee either will be elected. Other names have emerged and much behind-the-
scenes activity is taking place that will bring other candidates into view for strong 
consideration in the months ahead. You can be sure I will look at the prospects. 
 
 Q. My mother suggested I contact you to look for a solution to this issue. We 
are a family of 5 and I am the oldest child, age 16, with two brothers, 15 and 13. 
Every weekend we have a family meal in a restaurant. My brothers and I rotate asking 
one of our friends to join us for dinner. Last weekend it was my youngest brother’s 
turn and he invited his girlfriend. The entire meal he and his girlfriend kept taking 
“selfies” annoying the wait staff, the other diners and our family. My father asked 
them several times to stop taking the pictures but they continued. Another diner 
changed seats to avoid being in their photos and that is when my father had my 
brother hand over the cell phone; he also asked my brother’s girlfriend to put hers 
away. He said that from now on none of us is allowed to bring a cell phone to dinner. I 
do not think this is fair to my other brother and me since we never even take our 
phones out while we are having dinner in a restaurant. Do you have any suggestions on 
how this could be better handled? My brother is a Pisces. Why did he behave like this?  
I just like to have my phone with me in case any friends have left messages; I check 
them when we are leaving the restaurant; sometimes my father drops me off to join 
friends after dinner on our way home; ditto for my brother. Thank you for your help. 
 
 A. You are one of the youngest individuals to write in to this column but not 
the youngest client I have worked with over the years. You have not indicated whether 
your youngest brother has done the “selfies” bit before. If this is a first-time offense a 
more appropriate punishment is to ban the phone for him for a month and ban 
“selfies” altogether in a restaurant where others are going to be disturbed by the 
activity. As for you and your other brother, you had nothing to do with the offensive 
behavior so the punishment does not make sense. Your Pisces brother has Neptune 
near his Sun this year; sometimes this conjunction skews judgment or just makes one 
oblivious to what might be offending others. Chalk it up to immaturity; I think you can 
be optimistic that your brother got the message and probably won’t mess around 
again. He also has the Moon in impulsive Aries which has also been subjected to 
eclipse hits and right now the transit of Uranus. Mars, representing energy is in harsh 
aspect to his Sun, so he can be a bit of a tease or likes to push the envelope with your 
parents to see how far he can go before they react. Hope this response cuts  you some 
slack.   
 

 Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about last month’s 
newsletter. I’m glad you enjoyed the Aquarius issue and appreciate your thoughts.                     
Several readers asked me about what to look for when you are going to relocate in 
light of my recent relocation. Readers asked what type of aspects and which planets 
played a role in my decision to move. I am going to address that question in the Aries 
newsletter.  
 

 QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “Obstacles are those frightful things you see when 
you take your eyes off your goals.” …... Source Unknown 
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OFFICE HOURS 
 

 Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 11 am–6 pm. 
 Tuesday: 12-6 pm. 
 Thursday: 1-6 pm. 
 Saturday: 11 am-4 pm. 
 All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours. 

 

Information about the sign of the month is general, is based on solar charts and 
may not address the actual activity in your natal chart. If this is your birthday month 
or if you are interested in learning more about how the current cycles affect you, call 
me to schedule an appointment for a personal consultation or a coaching session. 
Refer a friend who could use a new perspective and receive a $15 discount toward 
your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you.  

 

CCCeeellleeebbbrrraaattteee   SSSppprrriiinnnggg!!!   

   

Alice 
 
Alice DeVille  
Consulting Services 
Office: (813) 374-5398 
Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for daily astrological tweets. 
Website: www.astrologyondemand.com 
 
 
NOTE: I continuously update both online and postal mailing lists. If you have moved in 
the past six months, please send your current address. To be removed from this 
mailing list or to make a mailing address change, send a message to 
DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.  
 

                

http://www.astrologyondemand.com/
mailto:DeVilleAA@aol.com

